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NanoCluster Beacons (NCBs) use a collection of a few atoms of
silver as fluorescent reporters and are designed to bind with
specific nucleic acid targets, such as pathogenic DNA1-8. Once
bound with a specific target, a NanoCluster Beacon lights up,
emitting fluorescence a hundred to a thousand fold greater than that
in the unbound state. The resultant emission can be viewed under
ultraviolet (UV) illumination. NanoCluster Beacons come in a
rainbow of colors available for multiplexed analysis. Reversible,
inexpensive, and easy to use, NanoCluster Beacons are superior
molecular probes for detecting targets such as DNA1, microRNA9,
proteins10, small molecules11, cancer cells12 and enzyme activities8.
In the original design, an NCB consists of a nanoclusternucleation strand (hereafter denoted as NC probe) and a G-rich
activator strand (denoted as activator probe). These two
strands bind in juxtaposition to a DNA target, which enables the
G-rich activator sequence to interact with the silver cluster and
transform the cluster from a non-emissive species to a highly
fluorescent species. Fluorescence thus occurs only when a
specific DNA target is present in solution (Figure 1A). As the
emission spectra of silver nanoclusters are highly sensitive to
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While NanoCluster Beacon (NCB) is a versatile molecular probe, it
suffers from a low target-specific signal issue due to impurities.
Here we show that adding a “blocker” strand to the reaction can
effectively block the nonfunctional probes and enhance the targetspecific signal by 14 fold at a 0.1 target/probe ratio.
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Figure 1. (A) Schematics of NanoCluster Beacon (NCB) detection. Consisting of a
nanocluster-nucleation (NC) probe and a guanine-rich (G-rich) activator probe, NCB
employs DNA-templated, few-atom silver nanocluster as a fluorescent reporter which
can significantly light up upon interactions with a G-rich strand nearby (called guanineproximity-induced fluorescence activation). Upon binding in a juxtaposition to a target,
NCB can have its red emission increase by 1500 fold. (B) Here we simplify the
experiments by eliminating the target strand. Thus, the activator strand plays the roles
of both fluorescence activator and target. The pictures and the 2D fluorescence contour
plots show NCB fluorescence before and after activation (i.e. with and without binding
with the target). C33 is the name of a near-infrared (NIR) emitting NCB under
investigation, whose spectral peaks (Ex, Em) locate at (615 nm, 685 nm) and (645 nm,
695 nm).

their coordination environments (a tunability that is not
commonly seen among organic dyes or photoluminescent
nanocrystals), NCBs have been turned into multicolor probes
for single-nucleotide polymorphism3 and N6-methyladenine7
detection.
Whereas NCBs can be conveniently synthesized at room
temperature, the synthesis yield, which is the fraction of NC
probes that are successfully labeled with an activatable silver
cluster, can be as low as 10% (Supplemental Figure S1). The
unlabeled NC strands (i.e. nonfunctional NCBs) compete with
the labeled strands (i.e. functional NCBs) for binding with
targets, thus decreasing the target-specific fluorescence signals
(denoted as TSS; see Supplemental Note S1 for TSS definition).
Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) has previously been
employed to separate different DNA-templated silver cluster
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species from bare DNA based on their sizes13 and UV
absorbances14. However, we found certain types of NCBs (such
as the near-infrared (NIR) emitting NCB which we call C33) are
difficult to be purified by SEC6. While HPLC may be a better way
to remove all nonfunctional probes from the solution, such a
purification process will add a significant extra cost to the assay.
Here we show a simple blocker strand design that can
effectively block the unlabeled probes in the reaction and
enhance the target-specific signals. To prove the concept, here
we simplify the experiments by eliminating the target strand.
The activator strand thus plays the roles of both fluorescence
activator and target (Figure 1B). The sequences of the NCnucleation strand and the activator/target strand for the C33
NIR-emitting NCB can be found in Supplemental Table S1. In our
design, the blocker strand also binds with the labeled strand (i.e.
functional NCBs), but it can be toehold-displaced by a target
strand. In contrast, the target stand cannot displace the blocker
strand hybridized with the unlabeled strand. Therefore, by
introducing a blocker strand in the solution, we let the target
strand preferentially bind with the labeled, functional NCB. At a
0.1 target/probe ratio, the target-specific signal can be
enhanced by 14 times when a blocker strand is used. Our
strategy can be broadly applied to other NCB designs to
enhance the target-specific signals.
To grow dark but activatable silver nanoclusters in the NC
probes, we first incubate 15 µM DNA with 180 µM silver nitrate
in a 20 mM pH 6.6 sodium phosphate buffer. A reducing agent,
sodium borohydride, is then added to the solution, reaching a
final concentration of 90 µM ([DNA]:[Ag+]:[NaBH4]=1:12:6). The
sample is then set aside overnight in the dark at room
temperature before use. As we demonstrated previously, the
silver cluster nucleation reaction created a mixture of
“unlabeled and labeled” NC probes (i.e. nonfunctional and
functional NCBs, denoted as 1 and 2 in Figure 2A). The
successfully labeled NC probes (with dark but activatable silver
clusters encapsulated) exhibited a 10-30 second longer
retention time in SEC as compared to the unlabeled NC probes,
indicating a 6-18 % decrease in size after silver cluster
encapsulation6. By comparing the autocorrelation curve of
activated NC probes to that of an HPLC-purified ATTO633labeled DNA strand in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS), we found synthesis yield of functional C33 NC probes to
be ~10% (Supplemental Figure S1). With a 10% yield, we expect
10% of targets to bind with labeled NC probes, leading to 10%
of target-specific signal (TSS, see Supplemental Note 1 and
Figure S2A for more discussion). Nevertheless, we achieve 10%
of TSS only when the target/probe ratio is at 1:1. At a lower
target/probe ratio, such as 0.5, the observed TSS is substantially
less than 10% (Supplemental Figure S2B). This indicates that
when probes are abundant, targets may preferentially bind with
the unlabeled NC probes rather than the labeled ones.
To recover TSS, we design a blocker strand (termed
compC33_+15, denoted as 3 in Figure 2A) that preferentially
binds with unlabeled NC probes. This compC33_+15 blocker
strand is designed to have a portion that is complementary to
the NC-nucleation region on the NC probe, plus additional 15
nucleotides that are complementary to the hybridization
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Figure 2. (A) Schematics showing different single-stranded and double-stranded species
in the sample. Here the unlabeled and the labeled NC probes are denoted as species 1
and 2. They coexist in the NC probe solution because the silver nucleation process on
DNA typically has yield far less than 100%. After adding a blocker strand (named
compC33_+15, species 3) to the sample, two duplexes, duplexes 4 and 5, are formed.
The blocker 3 is designed to preferentially bind with the unlabeled NC probe 1, forming
duplex 4. (B) High-resolution melting (HRM) analysis of the NC probe mixtures
demonstrates that duplex 4 is more thermodynamically stable than duplex 5. Note that
the C33 NC probe itself is a mixture of species 1 and 2. After binding with the blocker 3,
the resulting first-derivative melting curve exhibits multiple peaks (solid line). When 5
µM of additional duplex 4 is added to the sample, the melting curve shifts to the right
(dashed line). Thus we believe duplex 4 has the melting temperature (Tm4) around 52°C
while duplex 5 has the melting temperature (Tm5) around 48°C.

sequence (Figure 2A and Supplemental Table S1). From highresolution melting (HRM) analysis7, 15 (Figure 2B), we noticed a
multiple-peak feature in the first-derivative melting curves,
suggesting the presence of both the blocker-unlabeled NC
strand duplex and the blocker-labeled NC strand duplex
(denoted as 4 and 5, respectively) in both samples. When there
are more blocker-unlabeled NC strand duplexes (duplex 4) in
the solution, the melting temperature increases (Figure 2B),
proving that the blocker-unlabeled NC strand duplex 4 is indeed
more thermodynamically stable than its labeled counterpart
duplex 5.
Since the blocker strands preferentially bind with the
unlabeled NC probes, biotinylated blocker strands and
streptavidin-coated magnetic beads can be used to selectively
remove the unlabeled NC probes from the solution
(Supplemental Figure S3). Indeed, after bead purification, the
amount of unlabeled NC probes is found greatly reduced in the
size-exclusion chromatograms. As expected, after removal of
unlabeled NC probes, TSS is enhanced by 2.5-fold at a 0.5
target/probe ratio. Whereas removal of unlabeled NC probes is
a straightforward method to recover TSS, this additional
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Figure 3. Recovery of target-specific signal (TSS) by adding a blocker strand
(compC33_+9) to the reaction. The target/probe ratio was fixed at 0.1 in this experiment
(1.5 µM for the activator/target strand NC strand and 15 µM for the NC strand). The
concentration of the blocker strand (compC33_+9) increased from 0 µM to 15 µM. The
emission spectra were measured under 645 nm excitation.
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purification step adds to the cost of the assay. We prefer
rescuing TSS without using bead purification.
Here we prove that we can restore the 10% TSS by simply
adding a blocker strand to the detection reaction. For a sample
at a 0.1 target/probe ratio, without using any blocker strand,
the TSS is only slightly higher than the background fluorescence
(here the background means the fluorescence from the sample
that has the NC probes only, without any activator/target
strands). As we start adding blocker strand to the sample, the
fluorescence is recovered (Figure 3). We find that the
fluorescence recovery is maximized by 14 times when the
blocker concentration is equal to the NC probe concentration.
Similar TSS recovery results are also seen in a sample at 0.5
target/probe ratio (Supplemental Figure S4).
To further enhance the TSS recovery, it is necessary to finetune the affinity between the blocker strand and the target. On
one hand, the additional base-pairing region (the +n part) has
to be long enough to ensure stable binding between the blocker
and the unlabeled probe, thus providing a sufficient blocking
effect. On the other hand, the additional base-pairing region
cannot be too long so that the blocker can be easily toehold
displaced from the labeled NC strand by a target strand. Nine
blocker strands with different lengths of the additional basepairing region (compC33_+6 to compC33_+30; see DNA list in
Supplemental Table S1) were synthesized and tested. In this
optimization
experiment,
the
target/probe/blocker
concentrations were kept at 2.5:5:5 µM (0.5:1:1). When the TSS
of the first 5:5:0 µM sample (1.8×106 AU) was set to be 10%
(considering the synthesis yield; the tall black bar in Figure 4A),
the resulting TSS of the second 2.5:2.5:0 µM sample was about
11% (short black bar). The TSS of the third 2.5:5:0 µM was 7.6%
(red bar), which was lower than 11% because targets tended to
bind with unlabeled NC probes.
By using blockers with different lengths, we not only fully
restored the expected 10% TSS but also achieved an even higher
TSS (16%) when compC33_+15 blocker was used. This higherthan-expected TSS indicated that the blocker assisted the
targets to preferentially bind with the labeled NC probes. To
investigate how the blocker strand blocks the unlabeled NC
probe, we have conducted SEC on the mixtures of NC probes
and blocker strands, without the activator/target strands
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Figure 4. (A) The effect of fluorescence recovery based on various lengths of blockers
(compC33_+n). The emission intensities are integrated from 660 nm to 760 nm, under
645 nm excitation. (B) Size-exclusion chromatograms of five samples. The top plot is the
sample with C33 NC probe only (which is a mixture of species 1 and 2), without any
blocker stand or activator/target strand. The rest four samples are mixing the C33 NC
probe with various lengths of blocker strands (compC33_+12 to compC33_+24).
Absorption peaks at 260 nm (red) and 380 nm (blue) represent the DNA strands and the
silver nanocluster, respectively. A multi-Gaussian fitting (dash lines) is used to discerned
the different species in the sample, which are indicated in the chromatograms based on
their numbers assigned in Figure 2. The pie charts represent the relative populations of
various species in the samples. Other smaller peaks correspond to impurities or partially
folded strands and are not considered. The trend in fluorescence characterization in (A)
matches well with the SEC results. The optimal blocker design is around compC33_+15.
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(Figure 4B). Absorbance at 260 nm (A260) and 380 nm (A380) were
used to indicate the DNA strands and the silver nanoclusters,
respectively. In the top chromatogram of Figure 4B, the
“shoulder” of the A260 curve at 6.3 min retention time presents
a species with a strong 260 nm absorption but no 380 nm
absorption, which we believe to be the unlabeled NC probe
(species 1). The A260 and A380 curves both have a peak at 6.5 min
retention time, which should be corresponding to the silver
cluster-labeled NC probe (species 2). Figure S3A was showing a
similar result, but with well-separated peaks.
In the chromatograms 2-5 of Figure 4B, different lengths of
blocker strands were added to the samples. As the blocker strands
were shorter than the labeled NC probe, the free blocker strands
(species 3) had retention times longer than that of the labeled NC
probe (from 6.6 to 7.2 min). When the long blocker compC33_+24
was used, the blocker’s A260 peak eventually merged with that of the
labeled NC probe. This was because the physical sizes of the labeled
NC and the compC33_+24 blocker were about the same. Note that
the A260 peaks around 6.2 min retention time were corresponding to
the duplex species 4 and 5 (as these duplexes had sizes larger than
that of the labeled NC probe). Due to their similar sizes, species 4 and
5 were not differentiable in the chromatograms.
The results showed that as the length of blockers was
increased from +6 to +15, higher target-specific signals (TSS)
were observed. The TSS reached a maximum (16%) when the
compC33_+15 blocker was used. As shown in Figure 4B, when
the blocker compC33_+12 was used, the duplex species 4
formation was relatively low, suggesting a relatively lower
blocking effect. As the length of the blocker kept increasing,
more duplex species 4 were formed (better blocking). However,
at the same time more duplex species 5 were also formed
(shown as the blue A380 peak at 6.2 min retention time). In other
words, the longer blockers (+18 to +30) block “the labeled NC
probes that they are not supposed to block”. We thus conclude
the medium-length blocker, compC33_+15, is the optimal
blocker design for C33 NCB.
In this study, we characterize the synthesis yield of the NIRemitting C33 NanoCluster Beacon and point out the low targetspecific signal issue in current NCB detection. While there is no
doubt that the TSS can be at 100% if there is no nonfunctional
NCB in solution (i.e. every target is guaranteed to bind with a
functional probe), at this moment it is difficult and expensive to
completely remove all unlabeled NC probes (i.e. nonfunctional
NCB) from solution. Even with 10% synthetic yield, researchers
can still use NCB for many in-vitro, surface-based staining
applications8. But we do not always get the 10% target-specific
signal as targets may preferentially bind with the unlabeled
probes. To recover the 10% target-specific signal or further
enhance that, here we demonstrate a simple blocker design
that effectively block the unlabeled probes in the reaction.
While enhancing the synthesis yield to 100% or completely
removing all unlabeled probes is the ultimate solution, our
method provides a cost-effective method to rescue the TSS in
NCB detection. Our results can be generally applied to many
NCB detection applications in molecular and cellular biology3-5,
7, 8.
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